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ABSTRACT
Kristoffersen, Y., Husebye, E.S., Bungum, H. and Gregersen,S., 1982. Seismic investigations of the
Nansen fudge during the FRAM I experiment. Tec.tonoph.vsics,
82: 57-68.
As part of the FRAM I ice station experiment in the Arctic Ocean during the period March I l-May
15, 1979, a sonobuoy array was kept in operation for about 6 weeks. During the last two days of the
experiment the array drifted over the crestal mountains of the western flank of the Nansen Ridge. Here
microearthquakeswere recorded at a rate of l-2 eventsper hour, with epicentral distancesfrom l5 to 25
km. Two parallel epicenter lineations are found, a main one that coincides with the median valley and
another less active one that follows the northwesternrift-valley wall. This activity may be related to the
uplift of a fault block from the median valley onto the rift valley wall. A crustal model for the crestal
mountain area was obtained from two unreversedrefraction profiles. giving preliminary compressional
v e l o c i t i e s o4f . 6 k m / s a t t h e s e a f l o o r , a 6 . I k m / s r e f r a c t o r a tl . 5 k m d e p t h , a n d a 7 . 9 k m / s r e f r a c t o r a t
6 km depth, while in the median valley a 7.2km/s refractor is found at a depth of 3 km.

INTRODUCTICN

Our main sourcesof information about the Nansen Ridge-the active spreading
center in the Arctic Ocean- are the teleseismicallyrecorded earthquakes(Sykes,
1965; Barazangi and Dorman, 1970) and the aeromagneticsurveys reported by
Karasik (1968)and Vogt et al. (1979a).Continuousbath_ymetric
data haveonly been
collected on a small number of submarine traveisesacross the ridge (Beal, 1969;
Feden et aI., 1979).Sea-floorspreadingat the Nansen Ridge was probably initiated
concurrently with the opening of the Norwegian-Greenland Sea and no major
fracture zoneshave been located along the length of the ridge (Vogt et al., 1979b).
Large regional variations in the depth of the rift valley floor and the amplitude of
the central magnetic anomaly are observedalong the Nansen Ridge, notablv in the
westernpart (Feden et al., 1979).
As part of a long-term effort to improve our knowledge of the Eurasian pafi of
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the Arctic, U.S. ice station FRAM I with participating scientists from Canada,
Denmark and Norway was deployed on an ice floe in the Arctic Ocean north of
Greenland from March I 1-May 15, 1979.The ice station drifted southeastfrom the
abyssal plain east of Morris Jessup Rise (84'50'N 10oW) towards the axis of the
Trans Arctic Nansen Ridge (83ol9'N 07'W) where it was abandoned. The drift path
shown in Fig. I covered a total distance of 160 n.m. The thickness of the ice floe was
2.5 m and water depths ranged from 4100 to 2290m.
The geophysicsprogram on FRAM I encompassed:bathymetry, gravity, seismic
reflection profiling, refraction measurements, microearthquake monitoring and underwater acoustics. Helicopter-borne geophysical surveys were carried out to 50 km
distance from the camp. Other programs were regional oceanographic measurements, meteorology, marine biology and polar-bear studies (Hunkins et a1., 1979).
This paper reports on the seismicity of the Nansen Ridge as recorded by a
sonobuoy array during the drift of FRAM I. Complementary spot-depth soundings
and seismicrefraction measurementswere also made to delineate to bathymetry and
obtain a crustal seismic velocity model for the western flank of the Nansen Ridge.
Results of the seismic refraction program will be reported in a separate paper and
only preliminary results of the two refraction lines closest to the rift axis are reported
here.
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Fig. l. Drift track of U.S. ice station FR.AM I, 1979. Bathymetry in meters from GFBCO chart 5-17
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THE FRAM I MICROEARTHQUAKE EXPERIMENT

Six slightly modified AN-SSQ/4IA sonobuoyswere deployedon ice floes out to
4 km awayfrom the FRAM-I main camp in the beginningof April 1979.The buoys
were supplied with beam antennasand alkaline batteries sufficient for more than 3
months continuousoperation.Holes were drilled in the floes and the buoys were
placedca.0.2 m abovewater and coveredwith insulatingmaterial.The hydrophones
were droppedthrough a secondhole and suspendedat 60 m depth. As the sea-water
temperatureis -l.5oc and air temperatures
in the range -20"C to -30oC, the
temperaturenear the ice-water interfaceis -5 to -10"C, which is well below the
lower operatingtemperaturethresholdof - 2"C for the buoys.Nevertheless,
threeof
the buoys provided useful signal quality throughout a 40-day period, while the buoys
at the three other recording sites were operationalfor 10-20 days and had to be
replaced.The maximum useful radio rangeof the buoys did not exceed5 km, which
is attributed to reducedoutput power at the low temperaturesand/or poor grounding. The sonobuoy signais were receivedby retuned amateur band (145 MHz)
receiversequipped with t25 kHz crystal filters and recorded on Sprengnether
MEQ-800 microearthquakeinstruments.Sonobuoytransrnittersas well as receivers
had automatic gain control. Seismicrefraction signalswere recorded digitally on
SprengnetherDR-100 eventrecorders.Spot depth soundingsover the NansenRidge
were made by helicopterlandings and detonationof small charges.Also a Sprengnether MEQ-800 instrument was operatedat Station Nord (NOR) in northeastern
Greenlandfrom March 2i to June 12, 1979,in coniunctionwith the FRAM I
experiment.
A common problem in using sonobuoy arrays in the open ocean is accurate
tracking of the position of individual buoys.The ice-coveredArctic Ocean,however,
offers the advantagethat the relative positions of buoys in an al:;ay remain fairly
constant over periods ranging from days to severalweeks.In our case,the affay
geometry was inonitored by helicopter using a iv{oloroia lviini-Rarigcr navigatior,
system with two transponder sites positioned by Magnavox MX-1502 satellite
receivers.The relative motion of individual buoys ranged from 20 to 350 m over the
6-weeksperiod and could be measuredto within -+ 5 m. Absolutepositioningof the
array was limited by the accuracyof individual satellitefixes,i.e., -+ 100m.
The sonobuoyarray was operationalfor the 6-weekperiod from April 1-May 13,
1979.Through the whole month of April ihe i.. stationwas more than 100km away
from the Nansen spreadingcenter,but drifted rapidly southwardsat a rate of 12
km/day during the first 10 days of May (see Fig. l). During the final days of
manned operation, FRAM I drifted along the northwesterncrest of Nansen Ridge at
a rate of only 2 km/day to within 25 km of the median valley with concurrent low
ambient noise levels in the water and favourable conditions for microearthquake
recording.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Crustal structure
The FRAM I geophysicspro$am comprised a series of unreversedseismic
refractionmeasurements
for mapping of the oceaniccrustal velocity structure.Two
profiles near the spreadingcenter were particularly useful for establishinga crustal
model for locating the recorded microearthquakesand some of the data are
displayedin Fig.2 (profile locations are shown in Fig. 5). Also, three helicopter
traverses(shown in Fig.5) with spot depth soundingswere made.in order to
delineatethe rift valley. Seismicsignalswere generatedusing chargesranging from 4
to 25 kg of TNT with depth-sensitiveprimers set for 100m depth and dropped
through the ice at 5 km intervals.
In a preliminary interpretation of the data, the crustal velocity structure has been
approximatedby few homogenouslayers.The two refractionprofiles (lines9 and 10)
closestto the Nansenspreadingcentershow a velocity at the seafloor of 4.6 km/s
(Fig.3), but the resultsfrom line l0 are relativelyuncertainas shootingwas down
the steepmountain sidewith an averageslopeof 5.8ointo the rift valley.Under the
crestalmountains(line 9) a 6.1 fun/s refractor is observedat about 1.5 km depth
overlying a 7.9 km/s velocity at 6 km below the seafloor. In the median valley a
velocityof 7.2 km/s is observedat 3 km depth.Thesepreliminary resultsare in good
agreementwith other studiesfrom slow spreadingridges(seereviewby Spudichand
Orcutt, 1980).Resultsof the seismicrefractionprogram will be reported in a later
paper.
M icroearthquakeactioi ty
Until May 9 at least20 seismicsignals,likely to haveoriginatedfrom earthquake
sources,were recorded by the sonobuoy array on h'RAM I and 13 of thesesignals
were also recorded by the microearthquakeinstrument at NOR. During the last 36
hours of operation, the ice station being about 25 km away from the median valley,
96 eventswere recorded.The wave trains characteristically
have sharp P arrivals as
well as S waves converted to P (SP) at the sel floor (Fig. a). Dominant signal
frequenciesare in the 15-20 Hz range.For the nearestevents(SP-P time of 4 secor
equivalent to 15 km epicentral distance)no direct water wave is observed,whereas
more distant events exhibit a clear T phase arrival (Fig. a). For the most distant

Fig. 2. a. Seismicrefraction data line 9 along the northwesternflank of the Nansen Ridge. Shot ranges,
measuredby Motorola Mini-Ranger navigation system,are known to within t 20 m. Traces are lined up
with respect to water wave arrival using sound velocity as a function of range given by Hunkins et al.
(1969). Layer designationfollowing Houtz and Ewing (1976).Profile location shown in Fig.5. b. Seismic
refraction data line 10. Other information as for Fie. 2a.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary seismic compressionalvelocity structure of the northwestern flank of the Nansen
Ridge using few homogenouslayers.The following averagemodel was used for epicenterlocation: water
depth 2.3 km, compressionalvelocitiesfor layer 2, 3 and 4 w'ere4.6 km/s, 6. I km/s and 7.6 km/s,
respectively, and the thicknessesfor layers 2 and 3 were 2.6 km and 3.4 km, respectively. Zo/l/,
r a t i o : 1 . 8 5( H y n d m a n ,1 9 7 9 ) .

events recorded when the ice station was more than 100 km away from the ridge
axis, SP-phasesare less distinct becauseof attenuation.
Location of seismic events outside a microearthquake afiay poses significant
stability problems in the computation of the epicenter parameters. The procedure
used here is a modification of the classicalS-P location method, and the approach is
to obtain a preliminary solution from the difference in arrival times of SP and P
waves. This is done by assigning a Gaussian uncertainty "ridge" to a segmentof the
distance circle near the cross-over point between circles and a maximum-likelihood

1

minute

Fig.4. Sample seismogramfrom May 12, 1979.Largest event shows strong, direct water-wavearnval (T
phase),epicenterdistance50 krn. Closer eventsshow no T-phase(lower left event A: l5 km). Characteristic recording of a signal which has travelled through the Arctic Ocean SOFAR channel is seen in the
upper central part of seismogram(shot distance 700 km).
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solution is found from the joint probabilities. Any number of stations can be added
in this way, and theoretical P-wave travel-times are then compared to observed
values and the process is iterated to minimize residuals.This location procedure has
been successfully applied in a number of cases when standard programs such as
HYP071 failed to converge (Bungum and Kristoffersen, 1980). Of the 69 events
recorded 21 could be located using this procedure (Table I and Fig. 5). Focal depths
have been restrained to I and 5 km below the sea floor to display the influence of
assumedfocal depth on epicenter location. Location errors are estimated to be about
l-2 km in the radial direction and 4-10 km in the tangential direction from the
array. The majority of epicenters appear to line up closely with the location of the
medial valley as outlined from spot soundings. It is interesting to note that several
events with significantly shorter epicenter distances occurred on the northwestern
flank of the rift valley.
Magnitudes are not calculated here, mainly because ground motions are difficult
to retrieve from our data. Ambient noise levels in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean are
less than I prbar in the frequency band 10-20 Hz during periods of no wind and

TABLE I
on the NansenRidge assumingfocal depth I km below seafloor
Locatedmicroearthquakes
NP *

Date

Hours

Lat. ("N)

Long. ("W)

7905I I
79051I
7905I I
7905I I
7905l l
790512
790512
79051?
790512
790512
790512
790512
790512
7905t2
790512
7905I 3
7905l 3
7905l 3
7905I 3
7905l 3
7905l 3

025913.0
030130.7
0 3 0 6l 1 . 8
1 8 0 60 1 . 2
22340t.4
014956.2
0 1 5 90 3 . 5
044955 7
045447.2
0'71829.3
0829 48.9
083640.3
085434.1
164015.9
t925 n.0
004315.9
022127.5
034039.4
04t612.2
041628.2
01r007.3

83.43
83.42
83.42
83.38
83.25
83.33
83.22

4.88
4.82
4.82
5.5'7
5.48
4.82
5.29

x_{.JJ

A 1')

A

83.39
83.30
83.2r
83.45
83.30
83.28
83.33
83.23
83.27
83.32
83.21
83.26
83.12

4.56
5.81
5.27
4.88
5.00
4.94
5.60

A

).1/

4.87
5.00
5.27
5.83
5.89

A
A
+
A

6
4
6

6
6
5
6
A

o

6
6
6
5
6
4

RMS

0.04
0.03
0.04
0.r0
0.15
0 .l 7
0.r2
0.09
0 .l 5
0.04
0 . 1I
0.14
0.17
0.04
0.12
0.13
0.21
0 .r 8
0.02
0.07
0.06

* NP is number of phasesused in location and RMS is root mean square of arrival time residualsin
seconds.
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Fig. 5. Locations of microearthquakesrecorded by FRAM I sonobuoy array (small dots) and teleseismically located earthquakes 196l-19'19 (large dots) from International SeismologicalCentre (iSC) and
U.S.G.S. Preliminary Determinations of Epicenters (PDE). Triangles mark locations of spot depth
soundings.Bathymetrymodified from GEBCO chart 5-17 (1979).
Upper left inset: Microearthquake locations for two assumedfocal depths, I km (dots) and 5 km.(open
circles).The drift of the array during the recording interval is indicated by heavier dots, and line at the
end of the track indicates sonobuoy array dimension. Heaw lines show locations of seismic refraction
lines.
Lower right inset: Time sequenceof earthquakesoccurring in the southernpart of the Nansen Ridge with
signal amplitudes recorded at NOR, northeastern Greenland, illustrated by vertical bars. ,4 is the
maximum zero-to-peaksignal amplitude in millimeters on the vertical component seismographrecord and
Z the correspondingperiod in seconds.A term of approx. 2 should be added to the vertical scalesfor
conversioninto body wave magnitude. Shadedarea indicates36-hour recording interval at the ridge crest
bv sonobuov arrav.
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slow ice drift (H. Kutschale, p€rS. commun., 1980).A zero-magnitudeearthquake
would generatea pressurepulse of about 2.5 pbar at 20 Hz at a distance of 10 km
(Reid et al., 1973). We therefore conservatively estimate our detection threshold to
be around magnitude l.
DISCUSSION

When the difference in epicenter distance is taken into account, it appears that
the microearthquake activity on the Nansen Ridge observed from FRAM I is
significantly higher than that observed on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge by Spindei et al.
(1974) with a sonobuoy array at 36o30'N and Lilwall et al. (1978) at 45oN using
ocean-bottom seisrnometers.
Earthquake locations from global networks (ISC and USGS PDE) show relativeiy
few teleseismicevents to have occurred since 1961(Fig. 5). The frequency-magnitude
distribution for these data shows that the teleseismicdetectability drops significantly
for magnitudes below 4.5. Assuming a slope of - 1.0,we find that an upper limit for
15 years of earthquake activity from the areasin Fig.5 is (cumulatively):
l o gN :

5 . 8- m b

Assuming uniform earthquake distribution along the ridge, and a uniform distribution in time, this estimate can be scaled down to cover the FRAM I detection
window in space and time (48 hours), i.e.:
l o gN :

1 . 6- m b

We should therefore expect (at most) one mb: 1.6 earthqqake, 4 earthquakes above
ffib:1.0 and 40 above ffib:0.0. Actually 69 eventswere recorded in 36 hours and
all of these earthquakes appear to be above 1.0 in magnitude.
From the above considerations we have strong reasons to believe that our two
days of iecorciing actually cover a local swarm. This is also supported by resr.lts
from NOR operating 200 km away. A total of 2l out of 60 earthquakes recorded at
NOR during the period March 2l-June 12 with S-P times between l8 and 24s
could be located using at least two of the stations: Nord, FRAM I, Danmarkshavn
Greenland (DAG) or Ny-Alesund Spitsbergen (KBS). The time sequenceof 15 of
these events which occurred on the Nansen Ridge around 81.3'N 6"W clearly shows
a swarm in late April and early May (Fig.5 lower right). Body wave magnitude of
the largestevent is estimatedto be around ffib:4 although none or at best very few
of these events were large enough to be recorded at teleseismicdistances.
The microearthquake locations on the Nansen Ridge show two parallel linear
trends separatedby about l0 km (Fig. 5). As noted eartier, we were unable to obtain
independent focal depth estimates, although exitation of distinct Z-phases by all
events from the median valley favour shallow earthquake sources. The seismic
activity within rift valleys appears to be restricted to the upper 7-8 km below the sea
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floor (Jonesand Johnson, 1978;Lilwall et al., 1978).Assuming a focal depth of I km
for ali events,one epicenter trend appears to coincide with the median valley and the
other as a sequenceof events located along the northwestern rift valley wall. Possible
focal-depth differencesbetween eventsdo not changethe epicenterlocations significantly. If, however,the hypocentersof the trend alignedwith the median valley were
5 km or deeper,their locations would be closer to the southeasternrift valley wall.
Although focal depths are indeterminant, it is clear.from Fig. 5 that this uncertainty
will not affect the two epicenter lineations as such..The seismicity indicates active
fault lengthsof 25 km or more. More distant eventsin the median valley may not be
detected if a low-velocity zone is present beneath the median valley. The seismic
activity may, in the caseof shallow events,possibly be attributed to movement of a
fault block about i0 km wide being uplifted from the median valley to the rift valley
wall. The greater number of events occurring in the median valley would then
suggest differential movement between the two sides of the block or be related to
intrusive and/or extrusive events in the median valley. If. however, the events
occurred at a greater depth (5 km) they could have been associatedwith motion on
fault systemson both sides of the median valley.
Although recording intervals are limited to a few days, other microearthquake
studies in rift valley environments show a tendency for most of the seismic activity
to be related to a single tectonic event-such as magma intrusion beneath the
median valley (Lilwall et a1., 1978), faulting at the base of the median valley wall
(Spindel et a1.,1914)or within the valley wall itself (Jonesand Johnson, 1978).The
data reported here is potentially the first observational evidence of a parallel
epicenter system on a ridge segment suggestingmotion of a fault block. Extensive
long-range, side-scansonar coverage from parts of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge indicates
that most of the faulting occurs 2-4 km from the spreading center and no significant
fault motion beyond the crestal mountains is evident from the sea-floor morphology
(Laughton and Searle, 1979).Typical spacing between faults or clusters of faults is
2-2.5 krn with fault lengtLs in the range 5-50 krn.
The relatively uniform seismic activity ( I -2 events/hour) observed here on the
Nansen Ridge and by others elsewhereon the Mid-Atlantic Ridge contrasts with the
tendency towards predominance of microearthquake swarm activity observed on
segmentsof faster spreading ridges, such as on the Gorda Ridge (Jones and Johnson,
1978), in the Gulf of California (Reid et al., 1913) and on the Galapagos Ridge
(Macdonald and Mudie, 1974).
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the harsh environment, the ever-present ice cover in the Arctic Ocean
lends itself favourably to relatively inexpensive array-type marine geophysical experiments, as the rigidity of the ice greatly diminishes the relative motion between
individual sensorsan<i simplifies the navigational bookkeeping.

o/

A small earthquake swarm occurring on the Nansen Ridge was recorded by a
sonobuoy array during the FRAM I ice drift experiment. Two parallel linear
epicenter trends about 25 km long occurred in the median valley and on the
northwestern rift valley wall. This activity was probably related to uplift of a fault
block from the median valley to the rift valley wall. Preliminary analysis of seismic
refraction measurementsfrom the crestal mountains of the Nansen Ridge indicates a
velocity structure very similar to what is observed elsewhere on slow-spreading
mid-ocean ridge segments.
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